
ULTRA NEW
BMH TRIPLE CELL
A NEW ZEALAND FIRST 
IN POOL COVERS

doN’t bUy old teChNology, iNsist oN the  
ULTRA NEW BMH TRIPLE CELL® SOLAR POOL BLANKET

BMH TRIPLE CELL® WORLD LEADING TECHNOLOGY
• Performance - large purpose designed solar cells provide greater heat insulation
• designed and manufactured in australia, proven in the world’s harshest conditions
• easier to operate, easier on the eye

Swim loNgEr iN a warmEr pool
With BMH Triple Cell® your pool stays warmer overnight and that’s great news for all the family!

tEChNology

world
FirSt



 CONTACT YOUR POOL BUILDER OR POOL SHOP TODAY 
BMH POOL COVERS  0800 100 337 | WWW.BMH.CO.NZ 

 TRIPLE CELL®•

• 	

One BMH Triple Cell® exceeds three 
standard round bubbles. More contact 
with the water means better insulation 
and lower heating costs - the pool 
stays warmer for longer 

With traditional bubbles, 
performance is reduced due to the 
shaped “dead zone” between the 
bubbles not being in contact with 
the water

• BMH Triple Cell is manufactured in
the same factory as the proven
Soltego range. 30 years making
pool covers means peace of mind

TRADITIONAL 
BUBBLE

ACTUAL SIZEACTUAL SIZE

DEAD ZONE
NO hEAT

traditioNal BUBBlE triplE CEll® 

Ultra deeP ColoUrs are ProveN to heat better

the Ultra New triPle Cell® 
solar Pool blaNket 
A GIANT LEAP FORWARD...
BMH Triple Cell® has evolved over a ‘25 year’ span and has now become a reality... 
thanks to vision and foresight in the continuous development of the world’s latest pool blanket 
technology.

• SOLAR BLANKETS REDESIGNED
BMH Triple Cell is the first purpose designed and manufactured pool blanket... It breaks away from 
the traditional 'bubble' style and takes solar blankets to a new level.

• BMH TRIPLE CELL® REDEFINES ‘SOLAR’
BMH Triple Cell® provides better all round insulating performance due to its greater "still air zone”. 
Its unique cell design also offers more protection from chlorine attack and harmful UV rays.

• BMH TRIPLE CELL® IS THICKER… UP TO 60% THICKER ON THE BASE
The Triple Cell® uses 610 micron plastic. The manufacturing process then ensures a more uniform 
thickness at the side, top and base of the cell - unlike standard bubbles where the thickness can be 
inconsistent causing lower life expectancy. 

• BMH TRIPLE CELL® SITS FLATTER
BMH Triple Cell® lays flatter on the pool surface giving a better looking pool cover.

• Saltsafe® & Chlorsafe®
New technology is incorporated in the ultra new BMH Triple Cell® Solar Pool Blanket to improve 
the covers ability to handle the demands of aggressive pool environments

• BMH TRIPLE CELL® HAS A SMOOTHER UNDER SIDE
BMH Triple Cell® has a unique bubble shape that makes it easier to drag covers over pool walls 
and lane markers. It is also easier for automatic cleaners to work beneath the cover.         

a  loNger liFe & BEttEr pErFormaNCE
hErE’S why...




